How to face interview |INTERVIEW Questions for Govt Jobs
Let me tell you how one should face interview these competitive days >>

1.Never enter the interview room with pre conceive ideas /prepared questions may help but
not always
2 QUESTION FROM YOUR Biodata are must , for example name of your institution your
school/college/Hobby/your opinion about present day/current societal problems [ this
question is generally asked from high level interviews [ graduate level competitive govt job
exams]
3. Do not try to guess too many questions ,be straight forward and Honest , if you do not
know answer of the question ,say Sorry, If you are not able to listen the question properly ,
ask the interviewer to repeat politely saying Pardon me sir I could not get your
point/understand please repeat the question something like [If you are speaking in Hindi do
not mix English language words very often , In ITI Level /10th/12th pass Govt Job Exam
interview , Interviewing Board just want to check whether you have common sense /mentally
fit to deal with little ticklish life situations etc.
Not but the least do not expect questions of technical nature from your subject [ITI Stream
here] ,Questions are of general Nature as I have pointed out above , these are about your
Alma mater /Early schooling/District/State’s culture/Hobbies/CURRENT VERY
IMPORTANT ISSUE FACING THE SOCIETY/NATION etc/your background LIKE
FROM WHICH VILLAGE /TOWN you belong for example if you are from Kurukshetra
then Historical question or Religious question about Kurukshetra are bound to be Asked like
when and why was Mahabharta war was fought Do Mahabharta a Myth or Realty.
Let us take one more simple example : Interview Board ask about latest development in your
state in Political or Social sphere .Like what is your Opinion On Godman Culture in the
light of recent developments in the country . This man can be very tricky ,if you are not in
tune with such high profile and Conflicting questions .Never Bluff here , if wanted to enter in
to discussion on this question , your point of view should highly subjective and unbiased
toward any side, Do not be diplomat at the same time , be genuine and down to earth , that
always appeal any body , do not boast of your abilities like Medals, co -curricular
certificates/participation etc be humble >> continued
Another example>> Do Muslims should celebrate Diwali ? Here We will discuss tomorrow
or day after tomorrow Till then stay Healthy Good Luck

